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Those of you who have followed this series thus far have probably asked
yourselves, “…so where are we supposed to go when we die? Are we still going
through the Grid?”
In the Wes Penre Papers (WPP), articles, and in some of our videos, we have
stressed that in order to leave this Matrix, we need to go through the Grid and
to Orion, and this will be our next step. Has that changed? No, it hasn’t, but let
us explain before we go any further with this video series.
In Part 3, we brought up the concept of the Pleroma, which is our original
spiritual home—our real Home Universe. That’s where we were created from
Source, the Overall Consciousness, whom is in everything. The Pleroma is the
place to which Spirit (our core selves), will feel the urge to go back to, once
we’re truly awakened. So, is the Pleroma equivalent to Orion and the KHAA—
the VOID? The answer is no, and what follows is the reason why we say that:
Those, who dwell in the Pleroma, are called the Aeons (with a capital A), and
these aspects (Spirits) of Source are androgynous, self-replicating individuated
consciousnesses of Source. In the Pleroma, some Aeons created their own
realms, which manifested as emanations from their own thoughts, creating
Paradisiac Realms. These were Paradise Realms of pure bliss, joy, and beauty;
something we humans can’t conceive of in our current state of being. In the
Pleroma, there are no wars, conflicts, or upheavals. Where such things exist,
these places are not of the Pleroma, but parts of Sophia’s, the Queen’s,
emanations, and the emanations of those who came to be because of Sophia’s
accidental fall into matter. This doesn’t mean that the Queen instigated the
wars; it just means that because She by mistake created the lower vibrations of
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matter, where a portion or aspect of her got trapped, wars and conflicts became
a consequence of Her emanations.
We know that wars and conflicts exist within this Matrix, so obviously, our Matrix
can’t be the Pleroma. Moreover, we know that wars and conflicts also exist
within the KHAA, so the KHAA can’t be the Pleroma, either.
We have come to understand that the Pleroma is the highest aspect of Source
that we humans know of, as written about in all the Nag Hammadi texts. After
that, in descending order, we have Sophia’s creation, which is the VOID/the
KHAA, and then, one step down, we have the Matrix we humans perceive
ourselves living in—En.ki’s Matrix. Hence, we have three options when we
depart from our physical bodies, and they are:
1. We go through the Tunnel of Light and get recycled back into the Matrix.
2. We go through the Grid and enter a bigger Matrix—the KHAA. There we
have options to explore this greater matrix, before we go back to Orion.
3. We bypass number 1 and 2 and go right back to the Pleroma.
Those, who have followed our research, will probably not consider option #1.
So, what happens if we choose option #2 and go to the KHAA and to Orion?
As we’ve expanded our research, we consider Orion being an intermediary
station on our way Home, which is the Pleroma, from whence we originally
came.
In our previous releases, we’ve suggested that we are not so much soul
splinters of the Queen, but more so Spirit splinters—a term we will use for better
comprehension. Because the Queen has an aspect of Herself trapped in the
material universe (the KHAA), and the main part of Herself—the Aeon Sophia—
still dwelling in the Pleroma, we would, as we see it, stay in Orion as
individuated Spirits and higher soul aspects of the Queen. We would then return
to the Pleroma later. This alternative is mainly for those who have not yet woken
up to Spirit, are not ready to go all the way, but still want to leave En.ki’s Matrix.
For those, the intermediary station—the KHAA—is an option. We will discuss
in upcoming videos what it means to “wake up to Spirit.”
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As we also will explain in future videos, the Queen is ultimately attempting to
recollect Her Spirit splinters that are stuck with Her in matter. These splinters
would be us—we humans.
The Queen has created this Universe, and many other universes as well, in the
Greater VOID, and She has inhabited them with different star races—something
we will bring up laer. Although there are conflicts and wars in the KHAA, as well
as there are here on Earth, it’s still a better place than this current Matrix,
because in the KHAA we will have much more freedom, without being
manipulated by En.ki and his cohorts, although we would still remain within what
we consider the material universe.
The third option is to bypass the KHAA and go directly to the Pleroma, where
we will merge directly with the highest aspect of the Aeon Sophia. If we choose
this option, we will return to the Realms of Bliss, from whence we came.
How we bypass the KHAA and go straight home is clearly explained in the Nag
Hammadi, but in order to make sense of all this, we need to share our insights
and our research in increments. Before this video series is finished, we believe
you will have a more complete grasp of that to do and how to achieve it.
Why are we having Orion as an option in the first place? This is because not
everybody will be able to comprehend the full picture, take it to heart, and
immediately return to the Pleroma. Going through the Grid can for many people
be the easier and more comprehensible alternative, and if so, that would be
perfectly acceptable as an option. We could view it as taking the next step on
the journey, and once out of this Matrix, we will be closer to Home—free from
Singularity, amnesia, and covert and overt manipulation. The most important
thing is to exit En.ki’s Matrix.
We want to end this video with a very important statement! There is one thing
everybody must understand. We have seen listeners blame Sophia/the Queen
for our situation, and some have even determined that She is evil. What these
people don’t understand is that they are Sophia. All of us on this planet, who
are Spirited beings, are Spiritual aspects, or if you will, Spirit splinters of the
complete Aeon Sophia. Therefore, we are all an Aeon of the Pleroma. If we
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blame the Queen for our situation, we are back to blaming ourselves because
we are Her!
This is why we’ve been stressing that we must take responsibility for our own
salvation. We can be guided, but the work needs to be ours. There is no other
way around it if we want to become whole again and return home.
So much more to share…we will soon be back with the next part in this series.
As we go along, we will explain how and why we spirited humans got stranded
here on Earth and trapped. We will also explain in much more detail the entire
process from having been an Aeon, getting trapped in matter, we will explain
the setup of the Matrix construct, the KHAA construct, star beings and what
they are, the important distinction between Spirit and soul, and so much more.
Stay tuned…

Please consider becoming a Patreon if you find our work important. This is an
excellent way to support us, so we can continue what we’re doing. We also offer
many different benefits for our Patrons. For example, you want to participate in
our Discord chats, where we discuss different topics, sign up on Tier 3 or Tier
4; we are currently having chats every second weekend. The address to our
Patreon page is patreon.com/wespenre. The URL will also be in the description
box below.+
If you liked this video, please don’t forget to hit the Subscribe button and give it
a thumbs up. Thanks all of you for your interest in our work!
Talk to you soon!
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